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Linux® Programming BibleHungry Minds, 2000
The Linux Programming Bible is the definitive reference for beginning and veteran Linux programmers. Written by John Goerzen, a developer for the Debian GNU/Linux Distribution, this comprehensive guide leads you step by step from simple shell programs to sophisticated CGI applications.

You'll find complete coverage of Linux...
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The Palgrave Handbook of Philosophy and Public PolicyPalgrave Macmillan, 2018

	
		This book brings together a large and diverse collection of philosophical papers addressing a wide variety of public policy issues. Topics covered range from long-standing subjects of debate such as abortion, punishment, and freedom of expression, to more recent controversies such as those over gene editing, military drones, and statues...
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Curriculum in a New Key: The Collected Works of Ted T. Aoki (Studies in Curriculum Theory)Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
Aoki is definitely in the avant garde of thinkers and writers in the curriculum field. He explores the relationship of other disciplines and areas of artistic endeavor to the curriculum field with poetic nuance and philosophical lenses....There is little sense of 'having been there before' when contemplating Aoki's work...Anyone interested in...
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SQL Server Integration Services Design PatternsApress, 2014

	SQL Server Integration Services Design Patterns is newly-revised for SQL Server 2014, and is a book of recipes for SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS). Design patterns in the book help to solve common problems encountered when developing data integration solutions. The patterns and solution examples in the book increase your...
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Tocqueville: A Very Short Introduction (Very Short Introductions)Oxford University Press, 2010

	No one has ever described American democracy with more accurate insight or more profoundly than Alexis de Tocqueville. After meeting with Americans on extensive travels in the United States, and intense study of documents and authorities, he authored the landmark Democracy in America, publishing its two volumes in 1835 and 1840. Ever...
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Introducing Java EE 7: A Look at What's NewApress, 2013

	Introducing Java EE 7:  A Look at What’s New guides you through the new features and enhancements in each of the technologies comprising the Java EE platform.  Readers of this book will not have to wade through introductory material or information covering features that have been part of the EE platform for...
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Free All Along: The Robert Penn Warren Civil Rights InterviewsNew Press, 2019

	
		Featured in the New Yorker’s “Page-Turner”

	
		One of Mashable's “17 books every activist should read in 2019”

		

		“This is an expression not of people who are suddenly freed of something, but people who have been free all along.”...
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Mastering JavaServer Faces 2.2Packt Publishing, 2014

	Master the art of implementing user interfaces with JSF 2.2


	About This Book

	
		Fortify your JSF solutions by combing the powers of JSF 2.x (2.0, 2.1, and 2.2)
	
		Get acquainted with the newly introduced features in JSF 2.2, such as the faces flow, stateless views, pass-through attributes and...
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HornetQ Messaging Developer's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Any person involved in the field of software development has used and is

	comfortable with the expression "big data".





	With the rise of the social network paradigm, new types of challenges have raised

	attention in the developer community. Only to make an example of the numbers

	involved, let us take a look...
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Kernel Learning Algorithms for Face RecognitionSpringer, 2013

	Kernel Learning Algorithms for Face Recognition covers the framework of kernel based face recognition. This book discusses the advanced kernel learning algorithms and its application on face recognition. This book also focuses on the theoretical deviation, the system framework and experiments involving kernel based face recognition. Included...
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Expert VB 2008 Business ObjectsApress, 2009
I have a passion for frameworks. In more than 20 years as a professional developer, I’ve never worked on a computing platform that did everything I needed it to do to build applications productively. The Microsoft .NET platform is wonderful, but it doesn’t always do quite what I want or need. To address those needs, I’m always...
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Cardiovascular Proteomics: Methods and Protocols (Methods in Molecular Biology)Humana Press, 2007

	Over the past few years, the power and potential of proteomics has become

	widely recognized. The use of proteomics for the study of complex diseases is

	increasing and is particularly applicable to cardiovascular disease, the leading

	cause of death in developed countries. The ability to investigate the complete

	proteome provides a...
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